
PopLock Rubber Decking Tile… an industry game changer! 
In 2015 a revolutionary new type of interlocking rubber flooring was introduced by MMI, 
a small California rubber flooring manufacturer. The first PopLock product to hit the 
market was PopLock Sport, a 24” x 24” x 1” interlocking tile, made from recycled tire 
rubber. PopLock Sport instantly became one of our most popular rubber flooring 
products for use in commercial and home fitness applications.  

PopLock’s unique interlocking edge design makes it possible to install this product in 
nearly any environment without the use of adhesive or mechanical fasteners. This 
patent-pending design features tile edges which can be quickly attached to one another, 
using technology that is reminiscent of zip-to-close, resalable plastic storage bags.  

The strong interlocking edge connection resists shifting and separation, even during extreme temperature cycles. PopLock 
rubber tiles can be joined together or separated in seconds, over and over again, making this product perfect temporary 
resilient flooring applications.   

Shortly after the introduction of PopLock Sport/Fitness Tile, a slightly denser 
version of this product was developed for use in the equine environment. This 
extra density allows the PopLock Equine Tiles to easily support the weight of 
heavy animals and light vehicle traffic.  

The 1” thick PopLock Sport and Equine 
products have quickly become some of our 
bestselling rubber flooring products. While 
these products were gaining popularity 
and market share, a revolutionary new 
exterior decking product was being 
developed using the same PopLock 
interlocking edge technology.  
 

The 1 3/8” thick PopLock Decking tile is a thicker version of the 1” product. It employs 
the same patent pending interlocking edge design and adds an array of 3/8” high 
circular “feet” on the bottom of each tile. These feet create an air gap between the 
base of the tile and subsurface, providing robust drainage channels while creating 
pathways for wiring and irrigation lines.  

Although there have been a number of excellent rubber decking tiles on the market 
for years, all have required the use of adhesive or mechanical fasteners during the 
installation process. With the release of the PopLock Decking Tile, this is all about to 
change. PopLock Decking Tile is certain to be an industry game changer when it 
becomes available in early 2016. 

PopLock Decking Tile is available for pre-order now, from Diamond Safety Concepts. This product can be ordered in a 
variety of pigmented and EPDM colors. With prices starting at $7.30 a square foot, PopLock Decking Tile is also one of the 
best values in recycled rubber decking products.  

For more information please contact Diamond Safety Concepts at 800-842-2914 
or visit our web site www.diamond-safety.com  
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